


FOUNTAIN is a new musical adventure for all audiences that explores the peculiar and perilous 
oddities of Florida through the eyes of a young girl as she hunts for the healing waters of the 
Fountain of Youth to save her ailing grandfather. 

The following excerpt is the first draft of the first few scenes in FOUNTAIN, written while in 
residency at the New Victory Theatre in New York City in December 2017. In the spirit of first 
drafts, it includes notes and gaps - a sneak peek at our creative process. Thanks for reading!
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GIBTOWN RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

AL THE GIANT
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PRE-SHOW

A rusted aluminum airstream trailer sits on a 
neglected piece of land. Old toilets and other 
assorted found objects have been decorated 
with pinks and turquoises, adorned with sea 
shells and coconuts, and become homes for 
invasive weeds.

A hand-painted sign hangs from a wooden 
post: “Andi & Ollie’s Anomalies and Oddities”

A beautiful Florida sky devolves into gray, 
stormy clouds. Thunder rumbles. Lightning 
flashes. Both happen with more frequency as 
time passes. Rain putters softly.

As the sky darkens, the rope lights around the 
yard flicker on one by one, lining the palm 
trees.

The storm is too strong. The lights overload. A 
surge, then:

Blackout.



1.1. ST. AUGUSTINE

From the darkness...

POP
The night you were born was the night of the worst storm Florida’s ever seen.

The storm rages outside.

POP
I was down in Cape Coral acquiring a 1731 Spanish Hunting Knife to bring back 
for the shop, and the Governor had declared a state of emergency. That’s when I 
got the call. I peered out the window, and saw that mean storm brewin’. There 
wasn’t much time, but there was no way I’d miss the birth of my first and only 
granddaughter. I hopped into my beloved rickety Ford Pinto - tap the top, slap 
the side, hit the hood, prepare to ride - zoomin’ down Alligator Alley, headed east 
to the city of Sunrise.

Pop is zooming down the highway.

POP
Pushing the pedal so hard my heel was practically scraping the pavement. I could 
see the murky water and sawgrass of the Everglades risin’ around me as the rain 
beat down hard on my windshield, each drop a stone, crackin’ away at the glass. 
Suddenly, the rickety Pinto hit a pothole and I was sent into a tailspin.

Pop’s Pinto is sent into a tailspin.

POP
Now, on any other day, I’d heed the words of my grandfather who always warned 
never to go deep into swampland during a storm, when hundred-mile winds may 
cause some prehistoric beast to stir awake. But today was no ordinary day, and 
now with the rickety Pinto overturned, sinkin’ deeper and deeper, I didn’t have 
much of a choice.

Pop sinks deeper and deeper into the swamp.

POP
I reached for that old Hunting Knife and cut myself free, used the heel of the 
blade to bash through the window. Never seen anything like it. The waters musta 
been fifty feet deep--brown and murky. But with a flash of light, I saw something 
gold glimmerin’ up ahead--

Something glimmers up ahead.
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POP
And before I could head toward it, I saw that it was headed toward me. And the 
closer it got, the clearer I could see that this glimmerin’ piece of gold belonged to 
the crooked smile of what I can only imagine must be the oldest, meanest, most 
gargantuan gator in all of Florida, hell, maybe even in all the world.

The gator approaches.

POP
Now, where a gator gets a golden tooth, I do not know, but I had no time for 
ponderin’ as his tail pounded through the mud and propelled his gaping jaw in 
my direction. I closed my eyes, knowin’ I’d soon be gator bait, but when I 
opened, I noticed that clumsy beast missed me by nearly 3 yards... and swallowed 
my beloved Pinto whole!

The gator swallows the car.

POP
This was unacceptable. All rational thought exited my brain as I vaulted at the 
monster, pried its smug, wicked grin wide open and climbed inside.

Pop goes inside the gator.

POP
There she was, in the belly of the beast, my beloved rickety Pinto.

The car is inside the belly.

POP
I squeezed inside, but she wouldn’t start. It dawned on me - I was stuck. Now, if I 
was to get out of here, I was to go one of two directions - and believe me I had no 
interested in the southbound route. And so I thought: what starts deep down in 
the belly and comes out through the mouth? A hearty laugh. So I knocked on his 
tummy wall and told him the most hilarious, hysterical, gut-bursting joke I could 
possibly muster. And it worked! I felt that beast rumble as he left out the biggest 
chuckle. I slid up and out its throat--its tongue slicker than the Daytona 
Speedway. And as I propelled out his mouth, I yanked that golden tooth right out. 
‘Cuz in all the commotion, I realized I’d forgotten to get you a birthday gift.

Pop lands back on the road.

POP
I was safe on dry land, but with no car, how was I supposed to make it to the 
hospital? Run. I started running. Ran ‘til the soles of my shoes wore through. Ran 
‘til I couldn’t run no longer. I barrel-led through the empty parking lot of 
Plantation Memorial, bolted up the stairs and burst through the doors... 
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but I was too late. Your mother had already been swept away by the storm, and 
the nurse was diggin’ her nails into the window pane nearly being swept away 
herself.

The nurse is nearly flying out the window.
There is a baby in the middle of the room.

POP
And there you were. In the middle of the room, refusing to move. I could tell 
right then and there you’d be a stubborn one. I picked you up, held you in my 
arms and tried to tell you it’d be alright. Inconsolable. Until I showed you that 
golden gator’s tooth. You stopped. You looked up at me with those wide eyes. And 
you smiled.

The baby smiles.

POP
You reached your tiny hands toward the tooth. And just as you held tight, the 
storm stopped. And the sun came out.

The sun comes out.

POP
And that’s why we call you Andi. Because not even the great Hurricane Andrew 
could keep us apart.

OVERTURE MUSIC.

An alarm clock buzzes.

RADIO
(sung)

One-Oh-One-Point-Five! Light FM.
(spoken)

Goooooooood mornin’! It’s another beautiful, rainy day here in St. Augustine, 
Florida, but what else would you expect from the

(sung)
Sunshine State!

(spoken)
Here’s more weather from our doppler radar.

(sung)
Hurricane Watch!

(spoken)
Prepare for impending doom! Hurricane Charley is now a Category Four storm 
and is expected to reach St. Augustine in Seventy-Two Hours. And this has been 
another installment of:

POP (CONT'D)
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1.2. CASSADAGA

ANDI, WILLIE MAE & BEULAH are in 
WILLIE MAE & BEULAH’s car.

WILLIE MAE
They got the American Alligator. They got the Austrian Alligator. The Spectacled 
Alligator. Broad-snouted Alligator. Dwarf Alligator. Broad-snouted Dwarf 
Alligator. Oo! And Crocodiles, too!

(after a bit of rememberin’)
American Crocodile. South-American Crocodile. Slender--

BEULAH
Shut up, Willie Mae.

BEULAH turns on the radio.

RADIO
(sung)

Hurricane Watch!
(spoken)

Extremely dangerous Hurricane Charley is fast approaching southeast Florida.

Andi realizes she’s still holding onto the Radio 
Lantern - an upsetting realization. Andi turns 
her radio on. Music.

Beulah turns the news up.

RADIO
Hurricane warnings remain in effect for----

Andi turns her music up, even louder.

Beulah turns her news up again.

RADIO
--Gibsonton, Carabelle, Homestead and the entirety of the Everglades--

(sung)
It’s gonna be a big storm!

(spoken)
Stay safe out there.

Andi maxes the volume. 
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BEULAH
(snapping)

Gimme that thing, you little brat!

Beulah grabs the radio from Andi.

ANDI
Hey, that’s mine!

Andi reaches into the front seat to grab the 
radio from Beulah. Beulah pushes back. In the 
scuffle, Andi bumps into Willie Mae, who then 
joins the fight.

The three fight, but the car starts to swerve! 
They hit a pothole. The car slams to a halt.

A sigh of relief.

Smoke bursts from the hood.

Three mechanics, COLLETTE, LUCINDA and 
ADELAIDE roll on a 1950’s-retro sign and 
turn it on: “Cassadaga Tire & Auto.”

ANDI
(to herself)

Cassadaga. Monkey paw. 1953.

BEULAH
What’re you on about?

ANDI
(impersonating Pop)

A town full of fortune tellers with the gift of true sight, but beware, you might not 
like what they have to tell you--

WILLIE MAE
Quit it, you’re spookin’ me out.

ADELAIDE
We’ve been expecting you.

WILLIE MAE
(spooked)

You have?!
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COLLETTE
Yeah, you’re our 3:30, right?

LUCINDA
Oil change and a routine tire rotation?

BEULAH
No, up the road a ways--

LUCINDA
-- You hit a pothole.

WILLIE MAE
... Yeah, how’d you know?

COLLETTE
Route 4’s been neglected for years. Happens all the time.

BEULAH
Ladies, we’d sure appreciate if you could fix us up ‘fore the rain comes again.

WILLIE MAE
(whispering loudly to the Mechanics)

We’re going to Gatorland!

The Mechanics give her a knowing look, 
spooking her even further.

Lucinda pops the hood, the three look inside.

LUCINDA
You got transmission fluid in the brake fluid reservoir.

COLLETTE
We’ve seen this a million times.

ADELAIDE
We’ll have you up-an’-runnin’ in a jiff.

They start working.

BEULAH
Willie Mae. You stay here with the girl. I’m gonna grab some Combos in that rest 
stop down the road.
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WILLIE MAE
Me? Here with them? No, ma’am.

(whispered to BEULAH)
They spook me.

BEULAH
Quit your whimperin’ and grow up. Don’t let that girl outta your sight.

Beulah goes to the convenience store.

Awkward silence as Willie Mae and Andi 
watch the mechanics.

WILLIE MAE
You promise you won’t tell Beulah if I run to the little girls’ room?

Andi doesn’t respond.

WILLIE MAE
I’ll hold you to that!

Willie Mae runs off.

LUCINDA
Nice family you got there.

ADELAIDE
Takin’ you to Gatorland and all.

COLLETTE
You musta done somethin’ real nice to deserve this.

All putting out their hands.

LUCINDA
Lucinda.

ADELAIDE
Adelaide.

COLLETTE
Collette.

ANDI
Andi.
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COLLETTE
Like the Hurricane.

ANDI
They’re not my family. They’re dimwits from the State taking me to a foster 
home in Tallahassee.

*Tallahassee Sound*

LUCINDA
Tough break, little one.

Andi looks bummed. Lucinda feels bad.

LUCINDA
Hey, hand me that wrench, will ya?

Andi gets it.

COLLETTE
Wait, I needed that wrench five minutes ago, lemme use it first.

LUCINDA
I need it right now. Gotta tighten a lug bolt stat.

ADELAIDE
Shoot, I’mma need that in a sec, c’mon.

At this point, Lucinda, Collette, Adelaide and 
Andi all grab for the wrench at once. All four 
have a hand on it. The atmosphere changes. 
They have a shared vision.

The three mechanics step away.

ANDI
... Did you feel that?

They all grab back onto the wrench. Another 
moment.

COLLETTE
We had a vision--

LUCINDA
--of your life--
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ADELAIDE
--and what’s to come.

ANDI
Pop was right! Cassadaga fortune tellers!

LUCINDA
Little one, hear us out. Think of life a map.

Lucinda hands Andi a map, which she opens 
to reveal that, on the backside, is a massive ad 
for “Gatorland! Featuring Domingo, the 
Fearless Fighting Flamingo.”

COLLETTE
Where you’re comin’ from--

LUCINDA
--where you are--

ADELAIDE
--and where you’re going. Figurin’ out where you’re goin--

LUCINDA
--means you gotta know where you are, but you can’t know where you are--

COLLETTE
--’till you understand where you’re comin’ from.

Andi folds the map and puts it in her pocket.

ANDI
(mind blown)

Cool.

PROPHECY SONG HAPPENS HERE!!!!!! The 
following is tackled in the song:

MECHANICS: “You’re grandfather’s sick. He’s 
forgetting you. He’s forgetting everything. 
You gotta save him. Find the Fountain.”

ANDI must refuse the call multiple times in 
the song.
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Song climaxes and “ends,” but the Mechanics 
continue their ominous humming 
underneath.

OVER TO:

Beulah is at a payphone talking to a hooded-
figure.

BEULAH
We got the girl and we’re headed down to Orlando.

A muffled voice on the other line - it’s the Lion, 
a mysterious and sinister figure.

THE LION
Good. Drop the girl in the gator pit, and I will see you in the Everglades in 36 
hours.

BEULAH
Yes, boss.

THE LION
Call me the Lion.

BACK TO:

Willie Mae enters, whistling the “Gatorland” 
theme song.

She approaches Andi with a seeming change 
of heart.

WILLIE MAE
(to Andi)

Y’know, we’re only doin’ our jobs. And if we do it right, we’re set for life.

Andi ignores her.

WILLIE MAE
Surely you can understand wantin’ to be set for life, can’t ya? Then we can retire.

Andi ignores her.
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WILLIE MAE
Y’know, our daddy never had a chance to retire. Drove himself crazy, workin’ - 
they ended up lockin’ him up. Guess you could call him an unfit guardian - just 
like your Pop.

ANDI
He’s nothing like my Pop.

WILLIE MAE
Okay, okay. Just doin’ my job. I don’t even wanna feed you to the gators--

ANDI
You ... what?

WILLIE MAE
I should not have said that.

ANDI
You’ve been planning to feed me to the gators?!

Beulah enters, hearing that. She grabs on 
real tight to Andi’s arm.

BEULAH
(feigned kindness)

No, darlin’, we’re gonna feed the gators. Together. Right, WILLIE MAE?

Willie Mae grabs on to Andi’s other arm.

WILLIE MAE
You know me. Always mixin’ up what I’m sayin’.

The Mechanics approach.

COLLETTE
Got the fluid out--

LUCINDA
--should be up-and-runnin’--

ADELAIDE
--you’ll have no problem gettin’ to where you gotta go. You just gotta--

MECHANICS
Go.
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Andi breaks away from WILLIE MAE.
She breaks away from BEULAH, grabbing 
the bag of Combos from her.
Andi stomps on WILLIE MAE’s toe.

The Mechanics sing again and underscore the 
action and transition.

Andi runs past the car. Andi looks back at 
WILLIE MAE and BEULAH, then at the car -- 
her Radio Lantern is in there.

She doubles back, opens the door and grabs 
the Radio Lantern, just as WILLIE MAE 
reaches up to her. She slams WILLIE MAE’s 
hand in the door. She chucks the bag of 
Combos, which hits BEULAH square in the 
eye.

Andi runs away and Cassadaga dissolves 
around her as the Mechanics chant.
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1.3. BLACKWATER CREEK

Andi is completely alone, shrouded in 
darkness. A cacophony of cicadas, crickets, 
owls and other ominous nigh-time noises.

She flashes on the Radio Lantern -- an image 
that mirrors the first time we saw her 
grandfather. Her ‘story’ has begun. 

The hiss of a snake surrounds her.

She flicks the lantern toward the noise, 
revealing The Water Moccasin.

THE WATER MOCCASIN
Ssssssweet necklacccce you have there. Looksssss familiar.

ANDI
Get away!

THE WATER MOCCASIN
You don’t take kindly to new friendsssss?

ANDI
Hard to trust strangers lately.

THE WATER MOCCASIN
Well, you can trussssst me. Sssssay, can I take a look at that glowing golden tooth?

ANDI
No way. My pop gave me this.

THE WATER MOCCASIN
Ssssssuit yourssssself.

The Water Moccasin slithers away, the noise 
surrounds Andi. She shines the light around, 
illuminating the forest - the wet lowlands are 
bound with cypress, oak and magnolia trees. 
Stands of slash and longleaf pines cover the 
sandhills and flatwoods. Spanish moss hangs 
from the branches.
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She clutches the golden tooth around her neck, 
which is giving off an otherworldly glow.

Her lantern flickers on and off, then turns off 
completely.

She hears a noise and shrieks quietly. Deep 
breath.

She turns on the radio...

RADIO
-- making it the strongest hurricane to hit the United States since Hurricane 
Andrew struck Florida in 1992 --

Something comforting about this information. 
With a bit of new confidence, she changes to a 
music station and begins to walk.

ANDI
LOOK STRAIGHT AHEAD AND DON’T STOP MOVING
IF YOU STOP, THE NOISES WORSEN
DON’T FORGET JUST WHAT YOU’RE PROVING
BREATHE IN DEEP, SING A VERSE AN’

REMEMBER WHAT YOU LEARNED FROM GRAMPS
A SONG OUTSHINES A THOUSAND LAMPS

BUT IN THE DARK, WHO KNOWS WHAT’S LURKING
LOOK AROUND, CAN’T SEE A THING
IF I COULD GET THIS LANTERN WORKING
THEN I WOULDN’T HAVE TO SING

BUT THERE’S NOTHING LIKE A SIMPLE TUNE
TO BRIGHTEN UP THE LONELY MOON

SO I’M GOING SOUTH
I JUST OPEN MY MOUTH
SING A SONG THAT’S SOFT AND LOW
KEEP THE PACE, BUT NOT TOO SLOW
UNTIL THE DAYS GET DIM
I SING A TUNE AND THEN I’M
HOME AGAIN WITH HIM

Suddenly, JUNIOR, a tiny iguana, falls from a 
branch, startling Andi.
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ANDI
Woah, you okay there?

Andi picks him up and cradles him in her 
hands.

JUNIOR
Gee thanks, just a little fall. Happens all the time when the weather gets cold. Just 
gotta get back my family.

ANDI
Hey, well, we’ve got that in common.

PAPA
Junior? Junior?

ANDI
Over here.

Papa and Mama are on a branch.

MAMA
Oh thank heavens, you’ve found him.

Andi places Junior on the branch next to 
them.

JUNIOR
Thanks! Hope you find your family soon!

ANDI
I hope so too.

Andi sets off with newfound confidence.

ANDI
IF THERE’S A SWAMP THEN I’LL BE READY
ROLL UP MY SLEEVES AND START TO WADE OR
BUILD AN AIRBOAT, SOMETHING STEADY
YES, I’LL WRESTLE ANY GATOR

OH, THE STORM MAY TRY TO SLOW ME
PUT A DAMPER ON MY QUEST
OR MY LEGS MAY STOP AND SHOW ME
THAT THEY’RE ACHING FOR A REST
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BUT THERE’S NOTHING LIKE A SOOTHING SONG
TO KEEP A WEARY TRAVELLER STRONG

SO I’M GOING SOUTH
I JUST OPEN MY MOUTH
SING A SONG TO FILL THE AIR
JUST HUM ALONG, AND SOON I’M THERE
UNTIL THE DAYS GET DIM
I SING A TUNE AND THEN I’M
HOME AGAIN WITH HIM

STEP ONE: I’LL FIND THE FOUNTAIN
STEP TWO: BUY A BOTTLE OF WATER
STEP THREE: POUR OUT THAT BOTTLE AND REPLACE IT WITH 
THAT HEALING MAGIC WATER
STEP FOUR: JUST LIKE THE FORTUNE TELLERS
TOLD ME I MUST DO
I’M BRINGING THAT BOTTLE HOME
RIGHT BACK TO YOU

SO I’M GOING SOUTH
I JUST OPEN MY MOUTH
SING A LITTLE DITTY SHORT AND SWEET
CLAP MY HANDS TO KEEP THE BEAT
SING A SONG THAT’S LONG AND LOUD
MAKE UP THE TUNE AND MAKE HIM PROUD
UNTIL THE DAYS GET DIM
I SING A TUNE AND THEN I’M
HOME AGAIN WITH HIM
HOME AGAIN WITH HIM
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